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By Ron “Abschalten” Ridgeway 

Introduction 
This document attempts to make technomancers useful and cool again while at the same time 

endeavoring to not make them overpowered compared to their mundane counterparts. Currently 

technomancers are merely substandard decker alternatives, which bothers me for three reasons: a.) 

Because they were becoming so much more as of Unwired in SR4; b.) They were so awesome in the 

Matrix originally; c.) While the fluff in SR5 states that they are ridiculously powerful and they make GOD 

nervous, as of the rules currently released there’s no reason to fear them, or even believe they’re not all 

extinct given the state of the Matrix in 2075. 

These rules aim to make technomancers not only a viable (and fun!) alternative to deckers but also to let 

them out of the pigeonhole of “hacker” they’ve often found themselves in.  While technomancers were 

originally designed to focus purely on the Matrix (often at the expense of any sort of meatbody 

capabilities), Unwired was allowing them to move beyond that, albeit with criminally overpriced echoes. 

It is my belief that the “improvement via Submersion” model that is being pushed is untenable, 

especially when current Echoes do not provide nearly the boost in capability that Metamagics do for 

Awakened capabilities. As of yet, most of the Echoes released for technomancers are akin to crazily 

overpriced adept powers. 

So how do we resolve this? I have opted to use the SR5 rules as they currently exist and make some 

modifications to them. I aim to rebalance some complex forms, treat current echoes as they deserve, 

and create REAL Metamagic analogs (called Enhancements) that improve over time with technomancer 

Grade. I also include a dangerous alternative to taking an Enhancement upon submersion, called Respec, 

which allows a technomancer set in their ways to realign their powers in accordance with a new ideal of 

themselves. 

I have intended to produce mostly new content for technomancers, but some of the rules will 

incorporate concepts that were introduced in Unwired. I have no doubt that many of the old echoes (or 

Enhancements) will reappear in the upcoming Matrix supplement; so while I am hesitant to retread old 

ground, in some instances I will say “To Hell with it” and do it anyway. I’m defaulting to Intuition and not 

Logic here, so bear with me. 

These rules are in an early state, and will change as I receive feedback or change my mind on balance 

issues. I do not necessarily intend for these to be designed by committee (and I consider that a huge 

reason why the current technomancer rules are unviable), but I will listen to all feedback attentively and 

incorporate them if I approve of the reasoning and logic behind them. 



 My goal with this document is to make technomancers viable, fun, and flexible without necessarily 

making them overpowered. If I catch the attention of the devs and some of these changes make it into 

errata or future supplements, then that would please me to no end. But if even two people take these 

rules fixes and have fun with them, then that will be all the gratification I need. 

Thank you for reading these rules, and I hope you all have fun with them! 

 

Sincerely,  

Ron “Abschalten” Ridgeway 

  



Resonance Points 
Technomancers receive a number of Resonance Points equal to their Resonance, much like adepts 

receive Power Points tied to their Magic rating. These Resonance Points are used to purchase Echoes in 

character generation and afterwards, as their Resonance rating is increased. For example, if you take a 

Resonance of 4 in chargen, you would be given 4 Resonance Points, which would be used to purchase 

improvements for your technomancer. Later on as Resonance increases, you would have the option to 

use your Resonance Points to buy more Echoes, or to save them up to purchase a larger one down the 

road. 

For the most part, Resonance Point expenditure is permanent. Once you make a choice, you cannot 

unmake it. The only exceptions to this are if Essence loss reduces current Resonance level as per the 

rules (and you have to “sell back” Resonance Point improvements), or the technomancer undergoes a 

Respec submersion (detailed later in this document.) 

All of the current Echoes are available for purchase with Resonance Points, and they function the same 

as they do in Shadowrun Fifth Edition, page 258. For items already listed in the core book that function 

exactly the same, only Resonance Point costs are provided. For those that differ in some way or are new 

(!), notes have been added. Echoes that reproduce device effects are always considered wirelessly on 

and can be spotted as normal, but cannot be targeted individually for purposes of bricking. Attacking a 

technomancer directly is sufficient to shut them down (and also render the poor technomancer dead or 

unconscious.) Also these virtual devices are only active when the technomancer is conscious and their 

living persona active. 

 

Echoes 
Attack Upgrade (1.5 RP per level, max 2 levels) 

Data Processing Upgrade (1 RP per level, max 2 levels) 

Firewall Upgrade (1 RP per level, max 2 levels) 

Sleaze Upgrade (1.5 RP per level, max 2 levels) 

Mind Over Machine (Level 1, 1 RP; Level 2, 2 RP; Level 3, 3 RP; max 3 levels) 

(Note: This does allow a starting technomancer to start with more ranks in a virtual control rig than a 

mundane rigger is able to obtain in an implant in character generation. Attempting to fix this quirk of the 

rules broke others, and I want dronomancers to be a viable starting option. I have left it alone for now 

until a more elegant solution can be found.) 

Neurofilter (1 RP per level, max 2 levels) 

Overclocking (2 RP) 

Resonance Link (.5 RP) 

Resonance [Program] (. 5 RP per program for Common Use, .75 RP per program all others) 

Resonance Program bonuses stack with [Matrix Attribute] Upgrade echoes. Resonance Programs all run 



simultaneously on all virtual technomancer devices, including internal bio-cyberdecks and RCCs. They 

are Resonance constructs, and so may only be targeted by other Resonance beings (such as other 

technomancers and sprites, not mundane hackers and Crash IC) but may be targeted by the Crash 

Program option as normal by these entities. The only way crashed Resonance Programs can be 

recovered is by a reboot of the technomancer’s biological device. Resonance Program also expands to 

allow for Autosofts to be taken for use in an internal, Resonance-based Remote Command Console. 

Bonuses to DV against Matrix condition monitors stack with the Resonance Spike complex form. 

Resonance RCC (2 RPs, Prerequisite: Master-Slave) 

This Echo enhances the technomancer’s biological device to emulate the functions of a rigger’s RCC. 

Aspiring dronomancers who have no desire to ever jump in and rig one of their devices (should they 

exist) may take this power by itself, but usually it is paired with at least one rank of Mind Over Machine. 

The Device Rating for this RCC is equal to the technomancer’s Resonance, and may be used as normal to 

assign Sharing and Noise Reduction ratings to the RCC as normal (and changed with a Change User 

Device action). Data Processing and Firewall ratings are as per the technomancer’s “natural” Matrix 

attributes. If a technomancer has more autosofts currently running (taken via the Resonance [Program] 

echo) than they have current rating in Sharing, then the technomancer must choose which Autosofts 

currently apply to the RCC. Resonance RCC is essentially an improvement on a technomancer’s living 

persona. Attempting to subvert or brick it affects the technomancer as normal. A prerequisite for this 

Echo is Master-Slave, as the PAN and slaving capabilities will not work without it. 

Master-Slave (.5 RP) 

Coincident with the rollout of the upgraded Matrix protocols were some strict new wireless 

communications standards that befuddled previous technomancer capabilities of taking part in WANs, 

PANs, and master-slave relationships. This Echo restores the ability for technomancers to take part in 

these networks, allowing them to overcome the walls built by the new corporate-written security 

measures to exclude them from meaningful Matrix device interactions. 

Biojack (.5 RP per biojack) 

A biojack is a biological datajack grown into the technomancer’s body in a location of his choosing. 

Biojacks look like recessed, fleshy orifices that resemble puckered scar tissue. Biojacks may be placed 

anywhere (within reason…and by GM approval), but common locations include in the base of the skull 

or in the arm or wrist. Revealing the presence of or using a biojack is a telltale sign that screams 

technomancer, so many technomancers-in-hiding opt to conceal it in some manner, such as with 

clothing, or (in the case of head-based biojacks) growing their hair over it. Some technomancers get 

cosmetic plastic or metal implants grafted into the skin to make biojacks resemble implanted cybernetic 

datajacks (though if a magician assenses a technomancer and sees no Essence loss in that location, there 

may be some questions.) This Echo may be taken multiple times, implanting a biojack in a new location 

each time. 

Data Tap (.25 RP) 

This Echo allows for the technomancer to emulate the effects of a Data Tap by merely touching an 

exposed fiber optic cable. Any sort of physical contact is sufficient, but most technomancers find it 



intuitive to hold the cable in their hands while they concentrate. The Data Tap does not need to be 

interfaced with by way of a universal data connector, as it has a direct connection with the 

technomancer herself. But if she wants to share the tap with others, then some sort of a direct 

connection from her (possibly via a biojack or datajack, or even touching another cable) to another 

device must be established. The Data Tap Echo cannot benefit from the Wireless benefit of self-

destruction, for obvious reasons. 

Bugscanner (.25 RP) 

This Echo allows for the technomancer to reproduce the capabilities of a bug scanner device by sensing 

the radio frequencies and their locations. The effective rating of the bugscanner is equal to the 

technomancer’s Resonance. It is always considered to be wirelessly enabled, and the technomancer 

herself can decide whether or not to use the bugscanner’s rating in place of the Electronic Warfare skill 

for the test. This power is useful for determining the physical location of nearby wireless devices without 

needing to hack marks and use the Trace Icon Matrix action (potentially alerting GOD or the device’s 

owner in the process.) 

Tag Eraser (.25 RP) 

Tag Eraser functions just like the device it copies, except that it is considered always wirelessly on, and 

cannot be recharged at a power connection (natch.) The Tag Eraser can be used a number of times per 

hour equal to the technomancer’s Resonance attribute, and recharges fully via the technomancer’s 

Resonance connection every hour. 

Innate Sensor (.25 per Sensor taken) 

The Resonance has been documented to affect biophysiological changes in technomancer anatomy, to 

the effect that they can copy the effects of technology with merely their bodies. The technomancer can 

reproduce the effects of technological sensors (listed on page 446), treating their effective ratings as 

equal to the technomancer’s Resonance. 

Resonance [Cyberware] (Varies, Prerequisite: Cyberware Emulation Enhancement) 

This power is actually an umbrella for a series of documented physical changes in technomancers that 

allow them to copy the effects of certain types of cyberware. The technomancer must first undergo 

submersion and learn the Cyberware Emulation Enhancement. The RP cost of the copied piece of 

cyberware is equal to the standard-grade Essence cost of the implant, rounded up to the nearest .25 (so 

Wired Reflexes 1 would be 2 RP, and Skillwires 6 would be .75 RP.) (See Cyberware Emulation for more 

notes and restrictions on this power.)  

  



Enhancements 
Upon submersion, technomancers may take a powerful ability that bolsters their virtuakinetic abilities. 

These abilities are known as Enhancements, and usually manifest in a way that improves their varying 

and diverse specialties. 

Cyberware Emulation 

This Enhancement allows the technomancer to reproduce the effects of certain pieces of cyberware. As 

a general rule, cyberware that affects a technomancer’s mass, density, or physical structure cannot (as 

of yet…) cannot be copied. Those that reproduce technological sensor effects or modify the central 

nervous system can. For cyberware that is rated, the maximum rating you can take for that copied piece 

is equal to your Submersion Grade, and is paid for via the parameters of the Cyberware Emulation Echo 

(so at Grade 1 you could take Wired Reflexes 1 for 2 RP, or Wired Reflexes 2 for 3 RP at Grade 2.) For 

cyberware that has a capacity (such as cybereyes and cyberears) a number of “free” improvements may 

be taken equal to the capacity of the rating it is taken at. These Capacity upgrades ,if rated, are not 

subject to the limitations on rating due to Grade; this only applies to the “parent” cyberware. Once 

these selections are chosen, they cannot be changed. If upon further submersion an increase in 

allowable rating would allow you to purchase cyberware at a higher rating without further increase in 

RP, these pieces may be improved without further cost. As with all emulated devices, they are all 

considered always wirelessly on, and attacking a technomancer is sufficient to turn them off. They only 

work if a technomancer is conscious and their living persona active. 

The list of allowable Resonance Cyberware (to date) is as follows:  

• Simrig 

• Cybereyes (Allowed Capacity upgrades: Image Link, Low-Light Vision, Smartlink, Thermographic 

Vision, Vision Enhancement 1-3, Vision Magnification, Ultrasound) 

• Cyberears (Allowed Capacity upgrades: Audio Enhancement 1-3, Balance Augmenter, Damper, 

Select Sound Filter 1-6, Sound Link, Spatial Recognizer) 

• Reaction Enhancers 

• Wired Reflexes 

• Skilljack and Skillwires (Note: Technomancers do not have innate data storage capabilities. In 

order to gain the benefits of a Skilljack and Skillwires, technomancers must have some sort of a 

direct connection to a data storage device, of which he is also the registered owner. The Device 

Rating of this device must equal or exceed the highest of the cyberware ratings of the skilljack or 

skillwires, and it is considered dedicated for the task of enabling the technomancer to operate 

the skilljack and/or skillwires. For example, a Grade 6 technomancer rocking out with Rating 6 

Skillwires and a Skilljack must have a DR 6 device, like a Transys Avalon, dedicated to the task, 

and the device cannot be used for any other actions – it is effectively part of the Skilljack system.) 

 

 



Clear Signal 

Noise and interference is the bane of Matrix communications, and it is doubly crippling for 

technomancers, who thrive on having a clear connection to the wireless world around them. The 

Resonance is used to filter out extraneous packets, boost relevant signals, and otherwise allow the 

technomancer to focus on desired activities. When this Enhancement is taken, the technomancer gains 

an innate Noise Reduction equal to her grade can reduce Noise from Static/Spam Zones and 

environmental factors (but not due to distance from the target.) 

Buffer 

A large and well-known weakness of technomantic powers is that their physical and mental health is 

tied so inextricably to their Matrix ability. In order to give some breathing room for technomancers that 

like to get out in the world, the Buffer Enhancement was developed. Buffer creates a separate Matrix 

Condition Monitor for Augmented Reality Only, separating Matrix DV damage from the technomancer’s 

Stun track. The number of boxes on the track is calculated normally, being 8 + half the technomancer’s 

innate Device Rating (which is also their Resonance.) If the technomancer’s living persona is ever 

“bricked” in Augmented Reality, then the technomancer cannot reboot their living persona for (10 – 

Resonance, minimum 1) minutes, and is considered disoriented (-2 to all dice pools) until they can do so. 

Note that Buffer has no effect for technomancers in hot-sim VR. Any damage that would be sufficient to 

exceed the Matrix Condition monitor overflows into their Stun track while it bricks their abilities. Buffer 

only protects against Matrix damage that would impact a technomancer’s Stun track; it has no effect on 

protecting a technomancer from the effects of Fading. 

Defragmentation 

Defragmentation is a series of mental conditioning and exercises developed in order to help 

technomancers recover from the rigors and strain of Matrix usage. Defragmentation is used to heal Stun 

(not Physical) damage done by Matrix sources ONLY (and excluding damage done by any sort of Fading.) 

In order to heal this damage, the technomancer must be actively connected to the Matrix (via AR or VR) 

and take a Complex Action to make a Resonance+Willpower [Resonant] test, with a dice pool bonus 

equal to the technomancer’s submersion Grade. Defragmentation has no effect on the Matrix damage 

done via the Buffer power, but can help heal the overflow Stun damage once they get back online. 

Defragmentation can heal Stun damage done by Blackout programs or IC, so long as the damage is not 

Physical. Defragmentation can only be used once for each new set of wounds. 

Sprite Mastery 

Many technomancers consider sprites invaluable, and devote time to learning how to more reliably 

bend them to their will. When this Enhancement is taken, the effective Limit on hits for Compiling, 

Decompiling, and Registering sprites is increased by the technomancer’s submersion Grade. Sprite 

Mastery also increases the Sprite Level the technomancer can attempt before the Fading causes Physical 

damage. (For example, a Grade 2, Resonance 6 technomancer with a Resonant Limit of 7 can attempt to 

compile and register a Level 8 Crack Sprite, keep up to 9 hits on the test, and face Stun damage for 

Fading.) 

  



Blind the Eye 

Nothing terrifies technomancers more than the idea of bringing GOD or an IC storm down around them, 

due to how vulnerable they are to these guardians’ wrath. Technomancer communities and tribes have 

been working on solutions to delay the inevitable retalliation of these system wards. Blind the Eye is an 

Enhancement that represents a collection of protocol exploits, code faults, Overwatch Score mitigation 

strategies, and logic loops that enable them to stay in hosts and on grids longer before they have to 

make their escape. Blind the Eye increases the OS limit for the Convergence event by 5 for each Grade 

the technomancer has. (For example, at Grade 6, a technomancer would be able to reach OS 70 before 

Convergence occurs.) This limit also applies to sprites controlled by the technomancer, so long as they 

are registered. (Unregistered sprites have the normal 40 OS limit.)  

Shield 

This Enhancement represents a former Complex Form that was broken when new security protocols 

were imposed on the Matrix infrastructure. The importance of it, however, has not diminished, and 

technomancer networks involved in high-risk operations worked hard to reproduce it as a technique for 

the submerged. Shield provides a dice pool modifier equal to submersion Grade for opposing or 

defending against Attack actions taken against the technomancer. Shield does not aid in Damage 

Resistance tests; it merely helps the technomancer avoid being a victim. 

Rootkit 

Many technomancers value the ability to remain undetected, not only in hacking operations but in day-

to-day life as well. To this end, the Rootkit Enhancement was developed. Rootkit provides a dice pool 

bonus to the technomancer’s pools equal to submersion Grade whenever Sleaze is involved as either a 

Limit or a part of the dice pool. (For example, it would help with the Logic+Sleaze test to defend against 

Matrix Perception as well as provide a bonus for Hack on the Fly.) This bonus to defense includes 

resisting attempts to pierce a technomancer’s sustained Resonance Veil. In addition, the technomancer 

is not automatically spotted even when he’s running his living persona out of silent mode within 100 

meters of an observer; Matrix Perception will still be required to find him. The technomancer can turn 

this Enhancement on and off at will with a Simple Action. 

Solid State 

Solid State enables the technomancer to weather the mental strain and fatigue of Fading by having her 

perform mental exercises and concentration techniques. Whenever the technomancer must resist 

Fading due to threading or killing a complex form, or interacting with sprites, the technomancer receives 

a dice pool bonus on tests to resist Fading damage equal to her submersion grade. The technomancer 

must be able to sustain the exercises as a Free Action, and must dedicate their total concentration in 

order to receive the bonus (which precludes sustaining other complex forms, unless maintained by a 

sprite or held with the Focused Concentration quality.) As a rule of thumb, if the technomancer is 

distracted from their concentration and/or are receiving a dice pool penalty due to focusing on other 

things, the technomancer should not benefit from Solid State. 

  



Respec 
Technomancers run quite a gamut both in and out of the shadows. They are system administrators, 

black hat hackers, vehicle experts, surveillance gurus, and more. The common thread that runs in 

through them all is the Resonance, even as this mysterious force manifests in different ways. 

Some technomancers find themselves moving down a certain path in pursuit of their powers, only to 

find that they’ve outgrown some aspects of their capabilities. Some want to turn their backs on their old 

lives as they embrace new ones, and want a repertoire of Resonance abilities that enables them to excel 

in the new paths they’ve chosen. 

In some hushed circles and dark corners of the Matrix technomancer communities, there are reports of 

a submersion ordeal known as Respec. Respec, it is said, has the ability to reset all of a technomancer’s 

Echoes, effectively giving them a tabula rasa to pursue other choices. They effectively re-emerge, 

stepping out their old resonant flesh and into a new one. 

This is not without dangers. Those who have undergone Respec speak of an ordeal so hellish and 

unbearable as to not have been worth the cost. Many technomancers who come back from Respec end 

up haunted and traumatized by the experience, and speak of enduring unspeakable levels of pain and 

agony. 

Indeed, the ordeal is designed to tear away the Resonance powers and even revert the body’s 

biochemical and physiological changes so that others may take their place. In doing so the 

technomancer is forced to tear away a large part of what enables his powers, and even his psychic self. 

It is little wonder that it becomes such a traumatizing event. 

Many technomancers who undergo ordeal come out the other end marked by the experience. Many 

turn to substance abuse, or suffer symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Others turn to doubting 

themselves and their abilities, wondering if what they committed might have been a sin or betrayal 

against themselves and any possible Paragons. Some report feeling that they have lost their soul even 

after they successfully complete the Respec. Suicide rates among those who have undergone Respec are 

anecdotally reported to be rather high. 

Technomancers who have undergone Respec shudder in horror at the idea of doing it twice. Indeed, 

there are rumors of technomancers insane enough to Respec a second time. All reports have indicated 

that if the technomancer comes back at all from a second Respec, it is usually with severe mental 

impairments, in a permanent vegetative state, or some end up completely burned out of Resonance 

abilities altogether, effectively becoming mundane. 

 

 

Respec is designed to allow technomancers to reset their Resonance Point selections so that they may 

make new ones. When a technomancer submerges and decides to Respec, they undergo the most brutal 

and hellish variant on submersion possible. Possibilities include undergoing scenarios of brutal torture 



that last for a thousand subjective years of time, being made to eviscerate themselves and self-

cannibalize, or wandering lost in dangerous Escheresque labyrinth full of deadly traps and enemies. A 

common theme of Respec submersions is of the technomancer being torn down, ripped apart, 

vivisected, murdered, or otherwise self-destructing, representing the annihilation of their selection of 

Echoes so that the slate may be wiped clean. Nobody knows if this is a price enacted by the Resonance 

or the Paragons in return for this second chance, or if this is merely a constructed, self-flagellating 

mental nightmare the technomancer inflicts on himself to represent a fresh start. 

Respec submersions should be dangerous and legitimately threaten the life of the technomancer. They 

should be severe enough that the technomancer only attempts to try it one time, with the unspoken 

assertion that a second shot would be a death sentence. GMs are encouraged to play out Respec 

submersions and challenge the technomancer with the most devious scenarios he can devise. 

Some groups may have differing comfort levels with this level of graphic roleplay. If the group agrees 

Respec is beyond the pale, the GM is encouraged to paint a broad picture of the technomancer’s 

Respec, and possibly summarize it with some challenging dice rolls.  Whether the Respec is played out or 

not, the GM has the obligation to assign an amount of negative qualities worth roughly (Grade + 

Resonance) * 2 karma in character generation to represent the trauma of undergoing the experience. 

These qualities may be bought off with karma as normal, to represent the technomancer shaking off the 

horrors of the experience. 

Respec submersions do increase the Grade of the technomancer, but they do not grant an Enhancement 

upon completion – the Respec takes the place of the Enhancement, and should be noted accordingly. 

Respec also does not grant any reduction in karma cost on the submersion, nor can other 

technomancers aid in a Respec (or would want to if they could…) Technomancers pay the full price in 

karma for a Respec attempt. 

Respec merely wipes away the technomancer’s Resonance Point expenditures on Echoes. It does not 

wipe away learned Enhancements or Complex Forms, or reset skills. 

  



Miscellaneous Rebalancing 
This section is reserved for rules clarifications, hotfixes, and rebalancing aspects of the technomancer’s 

repertoire. If an item is mentioned, the only changes made from what are in SR5 are those listed; 

otherwise, it is functionally equivalent to how it is written in the book. 

 

Resonant Limit 

The Resonant Limit is an analog to the Astral Limit that mages and shamans receive, and it calculated 

the same way: it is the highest of either the technomancer’s Social or Mental Inherent Limits. A 

sufficient intellect or force of personality goes a long way in dealing with some aspects of a 

technomancer’s abilities. Places where the Resonant Limit replaces Level or another applicable Inherent 

Limit is noted, and is written as “[Resonant]” within the brackets, as to differentiate it from the 

Resonance attribute 

 

Skills and Resonance Actions 

Some of the skills and Resonance actions do not work as written, leading to weird corner cases or math 

that makes no sense. These modifications are made to enable them to work a little better. 

Compiling: Compiling Sprites is an Opposed Compiling + Resonance [Resonant] test vs. Sprite Level. 

Fading DV is 2DV per hit (not net hits) that the sprite rolls in opposition, minimum 2DV. Fading for 

compiling a sprite is Stun if the sprite Level is equal to or less than the compiler’s Resonance, or Physical 

if the Level exceeds it, up to the maximum of 2 x compiler’s Resonance. 

Registering: Registering Sprites is an Opposed Registering + Resonance [Resonant] test vs. 2 x Sprite 

Level. Fading is 2DV per hit (not net hits) the sprite rolls in opposition, minimum 2DV. Fading for 

registering a sprite is Stun if the sprite Level is equal to or less than the registering technomancer’s 

Resonance, or Physical if the Level exceeds it, up to the maximum of 2 x the register’s Resonance. 

Decompiling: Decompiling Sprites is an Opposed Decompiling + Resonance [Resonant] test vs. Sprite 

Level (+compiler’s Resonance if registered.) Fading for decompiling a sprite is 2DV per hit (not net hits) 

the sprite rolls in opposition, with a minimum of 2DV. Fading for a decompiling attempt is Stun if the 

sprite Level is less than or equal to the decompiler’s Resonance, and Physical if it exceeds their 

Resonance. Decompiling can done with one of two methods: A technomancer can choose to reduce the 

number of tasks owed to the sprite’s compiler with his net hits; if reduced to zero, the sprite returns to 

the Resonance on its next available action. As an alternative, the technomancer can choose to attack the 

root of a sprite’s power – its link to the Resonance – and reduce its Level by 1 for each net hit. The 

technomancer must declare ahead of time which of these two methods of decompiling he will try before 

he rolls. If the sprite’s Level is reduced to 0, it unravels and returns immediately to the Resonance 

(where it can eventually recompile…and possible one day return.) As a guideline, sprites don’t mind 

having tasks reduced, but generally dislike (or even loathe) being unraveled directly by a technomancer. 



If a technomancer attempts to decompile a sprite by reducing its Level directly and the sprite wins with 

its opposition roll, then the Fading DV the technomancer must resist is equal to 3DV per hit (not net hit) 

in Resonance backlash, so be careful. 

Kill Complex Form: Kill Complex Form is an Opposed Software + Resonance [Resonant] test vs. 

Complex Form Level + threader’s Resonance. Each net hit on the test reduces the number of hits on the 

threaded complex form. When the complex form reaches 0 hits, it ends. Each time you attempt this test, 

you must resist Fading as if you had threaded that complex form yourself. 

 

Complex Forms 

Cleaner: Duration changed to Instant. FV: L+0 

Diffusion of [Matrix Attribute]:  FV: L+0.  

Editor: FV: L+0/+1 . Duration is either Sustained or Permanent. If live-editing a file or a feed, FV is L+1 

and must be Sustained. Otherwise, treat as normal usage of Editor for L+0 FV, and it is Permanent. Live-

edited files may be made Permanent by declaring an intent to end and waiting the required number of 

Combat Turns before dropping the complex form. If sustaining the Editor complex form for a live-edit, 

you do not need to perform the action once per Combat Turn to keep the effect going like the Edit File 

description; sustaining the complex form is enough. 

Infusion of [Matrix Attribute]:  FV: L+0.  

Static Veil: Unchanged. 

Pulse Storm: FV: L-2. Multiple Pulse Storms do not stack. Noise inflicted is reduced at a rate of 1 per 

hour or upon reboot. 

Puppeteer: FV: L+0. 

Resonance Channel: FV: L-3 

Resonance Spike: +2 DV on Resonance Spike for each mark on the target. Bonuses to DV from 

Resonance Programs stack. 

Resonance Veil: FV: L-3 

Static Bomb: FV: L+0 

Stitches: FV: L-4. (And as a general rule, using Stitches on wounded sprites generates good will among 

sprites as word spreads in the Resonance Realms.) 

Transcendent Grid: Effect changed to one hour per hit instead of one minute. 

Tattletale: FV: L-4  



Sprites 
In any test where a sprite needs a Mental attribute for a test, use the sprite’s Level in place of the 

Mental attribute. 

 


